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Southeast Area Command...

- On November 2, Officer Groff was on targeted patrol of a parking lot frequently used by auto theft offenders as a dump site for stolen vehicles when he observed a vehicle parked improperly. Upon conducting a license plate inquiry, he found the vehicle was stolen. With the assistance of other Southeast officers, Officer Groff detained two subjects attempting to walk away from the vehicle. Officer Groff conducted an investigation and arrested one of the subjects for receiving and transferring a stolen motor vehicle. The other subject was arrested for an outstanding felony warrant.

- On November 11, Recruit Officer K. Salido, Field Training Officer S. Lowell and several other officers were dispatched to a call of a male subject firing a handgun and pointing the firearm at people. Officers located the male subject and a female at a bus stop. Officers developed a plan to apprehend and take the subjects into custody before they got on a bus. Officers successfully apprehended, detained and interrogated the suspects. Recruit Officer Salido arrested and booked the male on charges of aggravated assault with a deadly weapon and felon in possession of a firearm. The female was booked on charges of conspiracy and concealing a deadly weapon.

- On November 23, Officers J. Brionez and S. Romero were dispatched to a domestic violence call. When officers arrived, they spoke with a young domestic violence victim who had a history of not pursuing charges against the offender. The victim’s mother, who only spoke Spanish, relayed her frustration of her daughter’s refusal to cooperate with law enforcement and press charges against the offender. Officer Brionez got the victim to complete a written statement including information on the offender. Officers got a warrant issued on the offender for aggravated battery.

- On November 1, Officers Ledford and Kesler responded to a battery call where a female was stabbed in the head with a knife. Officers responded and located the possible offender nearby. The female offender was positively identified and arrested for aggravated battery with a deadly weapon, tampering with evidence, and two felony warrants. The victim did not suffer life threatening injuries.

- On November 30, officers were dispatched to a male subject who climbed onto a wall which separates I-40 and a residential area. He wanted to jump off the wall to commit suicide. Officers arrived on scene and blocked all east bound traffic on I-40 as well as the surrounding residential area. Crisis Intervention trained officers made contact with the male and talked him down from the wall. He was transported to the hospital for evaluation.

Northeast Area Command...

- On November 28, Officers L. Rubio-Gonzalez, B. Willsey and C. Schneider were dispatched to a suspicious vehicle call. When they arrived, they made contact with three subjects inside the vehicle. The officers noticed a sawed off shotgun in the rear of the vehicle. During the investigation, officers also found a bag with a crystal rock (methamphetamine) in the driver’s door. It was discovered the shotgun was reported stolen and had a gang name etched on it. The driver of the vehicle was charged with trafficking a controlled substance.

- On November 17, Officer M. Benavidez, Crisis Outreach and Support Team (COAST), St. Martins, Healthcare for the Homeless (needle exchange), Blue Cross/Blue Shield, Molina Health Care, First Nations and Goodwill were involved in a community outreach initiative at a local park. During this community outreach initiative, contact was made with eight homeless individuals living in the park who were in need of support services. Two of the eight individuals are currently in the process of receiving housing through Healthcare for the Homeless. Four of the eight individuals were provided provisions, healthcare products and support resources.

- In November, Detective L. Neil received a phone call from a victim whose residence had been burglarized. Multiple items had been taken from his residence including two handguns, a laptop, movies, DVDs, cell phones and other items. The victim located his laptop through an online sales application and made a deal with the seller to buy it back for $250. They were to meet in a parking lot to complete the transaction. Detective L. Neil and other Northeast Impact detectives surrounded the area in an undercover capacity and waited for the seller to meet the victim. As the male subject started to approach the victim with the laptop in hand, detectives made the arrest without incident. The suspect also had one of the victim’s stolen handguns on him. The laptop and handgun were returned to the victim as well as other items that the seller
agreed to give back to the victim. The male subject was arrested for 13 counts of receiving stolen property and nine outstanding felony warrants for his arrest.

In November, Detective J. Carter was working an automobile burglary, residential burglary, automobile theft, fraud and forgery ring. The offenders were burglarizing vehicles, taking the victims’ residential information along with their keys or garage openers and immediately going to their residences. The offenders would then burglarize the victim’s residence and steal any vehicles on the property and use them to commit other crimes. The offenders would also use the victim’s credit cards and checks. Six search warrants were executed with approximately $40,000 worth of stolen property recovered, as well as a $40,000 vehicle. Detective J. Carter identified 30 additional victims and recovered $6,200 in stolen checks and approximately $2,000 worth of jewelry. Three offenders were identified and arrested.

On November 28, Officers J. Burley and J. Hill responded to a subject attempting to cash two forged checks. The offender presented an identification and school card but the financial institution would not cash the checks after contacting the owner of the checks to confirm their legitimacy. It was determined the offender forged the signature on the checks. The subject left the scene leaving his identification card. Officers located the subject nearby and he was placed under arrest and charged with forgery and receiving stolen property.

On November 25, Officer J. Montano was on patrol when he heard an armed robbery call being dispatched. Officer Montano spotted the car and observed the driver throwing black clothing out the window. Officer Montano followed the offender to his residence where a felony stop was conducted. The offender was taken into custody. After talking to the Robbery Unit, it was learned that the offender was a convicted felon and had committed several other armed robberies during the last month.

On November 18, Officer Johnson received information from United States marshals that a suspect who had an active federal felony warrant for drug trafficking was at a local hospital. Officer Johnson made contact with hospital personnel who advised him the suspect had been discharged. Officer Johnson obtained the suspect’s home address and Officers Johnson, Thompson, Denerstein and Schmelzer located the suspect and took him into custody without incident.

Foothills Area Command...

On November 24, Officers Thomas and Hollier were dispatched to a male subject who was highly intoxicated and attempting to gain entry into an occupied residence. The offender had broken out a window and when confronted by the homeowners, threatened them with a piece of broken glass. The offender was still on the property upon the officers’ arrival. He was arrested and booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center without further incident.

On November 14, Officers Adams and McDonnell were dispatched to a domestic dispute where a boyfriend was refusing to leave. Officers arrived and contacted the reporting party and were advised the subject had left. Officers checked the area and located the male. Dispatch notified officers that the same male had reportedly stabbed someone in another area command. Southeast Area Command units conduct a welfare check on the address and found a deceased male with multiple stab wounds. The offender was booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center for homicide.

On November 28, Officers C. Adams and J. McDonnell were dispatched to a missing juvenile who had run away from home and was staying with her boyfriend. Officers ran both subjects through the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) and found the boyfriend to have two outstanding felony warrants. Contact was made with the male and he was taken into custody for the warrants. The female juvenile attempted to leave the scene and spit on the officers when they detained her. She was arrested and booked into the Juvenile Detention Center.

On November 7, Officer L. Garcia responded to a theft at a local store that escalated into an aggravated assault with a deadly weapon. The subject fled prior to his arrival but through investigation, Officer Garcia was able to identify the subject resulting in a warrant being issued for his arrest.

On November 27, Officer G. Doose was dispatched to a domestic violence call. A female juvenile had just been released from the Juvenile Detention Center and was causing a disturbance with other family members. The parents reported that the daughter was armed with a knife inside her bedroom. Officers arrived on
scene and safely got the juvenile into custody.

• On November 27, Officers J. Mares and G. Doose were dispatched to a suicide call. The comments on the call stated that a male subject was locked inside his garage with a vehicle running. Upon arrival, officers could hear a vehicle running inside the garage but the door was locked. There was no response after knocking on the door. Officer Doose forced entry into the garage and located the male subject unconscious inside the garage on a couch. Rescue was immediately summoned and tended to the male. The subject was transported to the hospital with non-life threatening injuries.

• On November 9, Recruit Officer Duda and Field Training Officer Daffron were dispatched to a domestic violence incident. Through the course of the investigation, the officers determined the victim had been forced to ingest alcohol, raped, beaten to the point of unconsciousness and held against his will by his ex-boyfriend. The victim was able to get away and drive to the Foothills Substation. The offender was identified and booked into Metropolitan Detention Center for criminal sexual penetration, kidnapping and domestic violence.

FIELD SERVICES BUREAU-WEST

Valley Area Command...

• On November 4, Officers L. Perez and F. Tafoya were dispatched to a disturbance call. Upon arrival, officers attempted to speak with the woman causing the disturbance but she was not compliant and walked away. Officers continued to attempt communication with the woman, at which point she picked up a landscaping brick. Officers gave the woman orders to drop the brick and she eventually dropped it. After 18 minutes of speaking with her and de-escalating the situation, officers took the woman into custody. She was booked on felony charges, as well as an outstanding felony warrant for her arrest.

• On November 1, Officers B. Aragon and D. Shrouf responded to an auto burglary in progress at a parking structure. The offenders fled on foot after one subject attempted to harm a security guard with a hatchet. Officer Aragon arrived and observed one offender fleeing. He chased the offender and got him into custody with the help of Officer Shrouf. The subject was charged with aggravated assault with a deadly weapon and auto burglary.

• On November 19, Officer C. Willsey was dispatched on a welfare check. When he arrived, he met with the caller who was concerned that her mother was diabetic and had not been heard from in over a day. Officer Willsey attempted to locate an open door or window but was unsuccessful. He questioned numerous neighbors to see if anyone had seen the mother, but no one had. He then contacted apartment management who agreed to send someone to unlock the door, but they were unsure how quickly they could get there. Based on the circumstances, Officer Willsey forced entry into the home and found the mother face down on the floor next to her bed barely conscious. He was able to wake her briefly and communicate with her until rescue arrived. Later it was found that the female had a diabetic related issue and kidney failure.

• On November 5, Officers E. Martinez and B. Sanchez were dispatched to a domestic dispute. While in route, officers learned the male involved in the dispute was now armed with a large knife. Both officers arrived on scene and spoke with the male offender’s stepfather. Officers learned the male had threatened to kill the stepfather with the knife. Other officers began arriving on scene to assist. Officer Sanchez conducted a welfare check on the remaining people inside the home. Once inside, a female told Officer Sanchez that she believed the offender had left out the back door/window. Officer Sanchez began clearing the home and located the male. He was armed with a knife and went into a closet and threatened to kill himself. Both Officers Sanchez and Martinez worked together and spoke with the male through the closet door for approximately one and a half hours. They finally convinced the male to exit without the knife and he was taken into custody without incident. The male was arrested on multiple felony domestic violence charges.

• On November 22, Valley day shift officers responded to a local community center in response to a “shots fired” call. While officers were in route, dispatch received another call regarding a male who was lying on the sidewalk. As officers arrived it was discovered the male had been shot. Officers established a perimeter and canvassed for witnesses. Photographs of a fleeing vehicle were obtained from a witness that showed a clear image of the license plate. The information gathered led to the suspect being identified and quickly apprehended and arrested.

• On November 14, Officer N. Endres was dispatched to a disturbance. A male subject
reportedly threw a brick through the window of a passing vehicle striking the passenger. The passenger sustained several lacerations and a swollen eye prompting a felony charge. With the assistance of Officer C. Carter, Officer Endres was able to identify the alleged offender. The alleged offender knew the passenger and was upset over a dispute regarding his repossessed vehicle. The officers located the alleged offender using police databases and, within minutes, he was taken into custody.

On November 21, Officer C. Crook was dispatched to a stolen vehicle. The victim advised she observed her stolen vehicle and began following it. Officers saturated the area and a felony stop was attempted. The driver of the vehicle fled on foot but the passenger was taken into custody. A perimeter was established and, with the assistance of a K-9 unit, the male subject was caught hiding in a trash dumpster outside a residence. The male subject was taken into custody.

Southwest Area Command...

- On November 17, Officer E. Nagy was dispatched to a vehicle that had just been stolen. The caller advised the vehicle had been left running to warm up when it was taken. While in route, Officer Nagy heard a dispatch of an accident with injuries involving a vehicle matching the description of the stolen vehicle. Officers determined it was the same vehicle. The driver of the vehicle was found to have two felony warrants. He was booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center.

- On November 13, Officers Apodaca and Baca responded to a domestic violence call. Their investigation resulted in a felony warrant being issued for kidnapping and aggravated assault charges. During the investigation, officers discovered five juveniles (the children of the victim) ranging in age from 6 months to 9 years of age had been left alone in unsafe living conditions. Officers placed a 48-hour safety hold on the children and turned them in to the Children, Youth, and Families Department (CYFD).

- On November 28, Officers Martinez, Chavez and Heitzman responded to a residential burglary in progress. They quickly established a perimeter and took the offender into custody.

- On November 15, Officer Lujan was flagged down by a male subject stating he witnessed a hit and run accident. The witness stated he observed a male subject run from a parked vehicle into a nearby field. Officer Lujan had dispatch run the plate on the parked vehicle and it came back as stolen. Several Southwest officers, Sergeant Garcia, and the Bernalillo County Sheriff’s Office established a perimeter around the field. A K-9 unit conducted a search and located the offender. He was taken into custody.

Northwest Area Command...

- On November 25, Officers Nakamura and Franklin caught and arrested a female who had been going to hospitals and using fake names in an attempt to secure pain medications.

- On November 10, Officer Perea discovered a male shooting up heroin in a restaurant parking lot. The investigation led to his arrest for possession of heroin and crack cocaine, and receiving and transferring a stolen motor vehicle.

- On November 14, Officers K. Riley and M. Werner were dispatched to a male subject shooting a gun and seen yelling at a female.
Upon arrival, officers made contact with the female who stated the male was her ex-boyfriend. The female stated he arrived at her home intoxicated and wanted to talk to her but she refused. He was sitting in his car and exited the vehicle carrying a black handgun. The female saw the gun and began to walk away when she heard a gunshot. She thought he was going to kill her so she fled the area. Officers attempted to contact the suspect via telephone but he became verbally combative. He stated that he was going back to his ex-girlfriend’s house and there was nothing the police could do. Officer Riley then coordinated with the Northwest Impact and Investigative Support Unit (ISU) and obtained an arrest warrant for the suspect. ISU followed the suspect to an apartment complex where he barricaded himself inside. SWAT was notified and assisted with the call. The suspect attempted to tunnel through a different apartment and flee the area but was apprehended by officers. The suspect had violated an active restraining order. He was arrested on several felony charges.

On November 11, Officer A. Hoisington worked with the Board of Pharmacy in response to a female repeatedly using forged prescriptions to steal narcotics and possibly involved in a forgery ring. Officer Hoisington was notified that the female was going to a pharmacy in an attempt to fill a prescription. Officer Hoisington waited in the area and made contact with the female and another male. The case was handed over to federal authorities for prosecution and arrest.

On November 19, Impact Detectives conducted a bait car operation near a busy store. During the operation, four stolen vehicles were recovered and one suspect was arrested for unlawful taking of a motor vehicle.

In November, detectives received notification of a victim tracking his stolen global position system (GPS) watch. Detectives worked in conjunction with the victim and located the watch’s current address. Detectives conducted surveillance on the address and located an occupied stolen vehicle parked out front. Detectives conducted a stop on the stolen car and took both occupants into custody. The victims GPS watch was recovered along with several additional stolen items.

Special Services Bureau
APD Academy...
- In November, the Recruiting and Selection Unit received the following: 277 interest cards including 212 cadets, 49 public service aides (PSAs), 11 laterals and five military certification by waiver.
- The November 4-6 testing consisted of 60 individuals scheduled to test; 15 attended city entrance; 12 attended Saturday testing and nine were passed to background.
- The November 18-20 testing consisted of 91 individuals scheduled to test; 14 attended city entrance; nine attended Saturday testing and seven were passed to background.
- In November, the following were seated: three cadets for the 118th Cadet class; three PSAs; and two laterals.

Special Operations Division...
Tactical
- In November, the K-9 Unit responded to 150 calls for service and were called out 82 times. The K-9 Unit conducted 65 building searches and 11 area searches. The K-9 Unit responded to two SWAT activations and conducted three demonstrations for the community.
- On November 4, the Gang Unit requested assistance with a traffic stop of a known gang member. The subject had multiple warrants for his arrest and was considered armed and dangerous. Upon making the stop, the subject exited the vehicle and fled on foot. Members of the K-9 Unit established a perimeter and conducted an area search for the subject. He was located hiding behind a shed.
- On November 21, the K-9 Unit was requested at the Valley Area Command. Officers established a perimeter in response to a subject who had fled from a stolen vehicle. The subject was located hiding in a trash can within the perimeter.
- On November 22, the SWAT team assisted the Child Exploitation Detail (CED) with a high-risk search warrant. Detectives determined that child pornography was being downloaded from the Internet Protocol (IP) address at this residence. Through investigation, detectives found the residence was used to house numerous individuals who suffered from mental illness that were overseen by different caretakers at various times. Due to the number of unknown individuals inside the residence, SWAT assisted CED by having all subjects exit the building. Once the residence was cleared, it was turned over to detectives.
- On November 17, SWAT hosted the Star 88 morning show DJ’s in a charity outreach and
challenge. The DJ’s, Dex, Steve’O and Teo were challenged to complete the SWAT obstacle course. All three individuals completed the course and the SWAT team donated $800 to St. Jude’s charity.

- In November, the Bomb Squad responded to 15 call-outs and assisted SWAT with two activations in providing robot, rook, and explosive breaching support.
- In November, numerous businesses were bombed throughout the city. The suspect would force entry into the businesses in the middle of the night and place numerous improvised explosive and incendiary devices inside. Some successfully detonated while others did not. Both the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosive (ATF) and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) were called to each scene with the Bomb Squad to help process the scenes. The suspect was taken into custody after APD officers witnessed him enter a nearby business.

Office of Emergency Management... (OEM)...
- In November, OEM began an analysis to processes and procedures to determine compliance with national standards and the Emergency Management Accreditation program. The goal is to achieve accreditation in the near future.
- In November, OEM began developing a Volunteer and Donations Management Operating Guide for the city.

Open Space...
- On November 13, Officers Harvey and Smith were on patrol in the west mesa when they observed a truck with an open door. The officers made their way to the vehicle and a subject exited a nearby water tank. Officer Harvey engaged the subject in conversation and he stated he was on the mesa picking up metal. Through investigation, Officer Harvey learned the subject was a confirmed felon and was in possession of a firearm. The subject was placed in custody and the firearm was found to be stolen. A stolen police shotgun was also later found in his vehicle.
- On November 13, the Open Space Dive Team was called to assist with a body recovery in a river. The Open Space Dive Team utilized the airboat to locate the body and turned it over to the Office of Medical Investigation (OMI).
- On November 20, Open Space Search and Rescue (SAR) was requested by the Bernalillo County Fire Department to assist on a search and rescue for two lost hikers in the Sandia Mountains. The SAR team worked their way down the canyon and located the lost subjects. The hikers were visiting from Illinois and were not wearing appropriate hiking clothing or prepared for the weather conditions. They also did not have food or water. The subjects were given food and water and extracted to waiting medical personnel.

Horse Mounted Unit (HMU)... 
- On November 6, HMU was invited to attend the Doggie Dash and Dawdle at Balloon Fiesta Park. The event attracted over 3,000 people and as many dogs. Officers Breeden and Montoya attended with Striker.
- On November 11, APD’s new horses HD and Justice were taken on their first mall patrol. Three horses with collateral riders were also taken as safety riders. This was the first time the new horses were introduced to the mall in preparation for an upcoming holiday tactical plan.
- On November 12, HMU was invited to attend the New Mexico Lung Force walk/run at a local church. Officers Breeden and Montoya attended with Max and Edgar and interacted with several hundred citizens.
- In November, one of APD’s longest standing collateral riders, J. Corley, retired.

Homeland Security...
- In November, Homeland Security personnel coordinated with the APD Safety officer to conduct fit tests in preparation for any protests.
- On November 16-17, Officer Brokaw conducted Reality Based Training for the 116th cadet class.
- On November 11, Officer Brokaw conducted an Active Shooter presentation for the Albuquerque Public Schools.

Metro Traffic Division...
- In November, the Traffic Division responded to 162 calls for service.
- In November, the division issued 194 moving citations.
- In November, the division investigated 172 crashes and recovered two stolen vehicles.
- In November, the DWI Seizure Unit checked in 55 vehicles, returned nine vehicles, booted 15 vehicles and removed 17 boots.
- In November, 26 vehicles were ready for auction.
Prisoner Transport Unit (PTU)...
• In November, PTU processed 838 prisoners through the Prisoner Transport Center. The Albuquerque Police Department arrested 599 prisoners and other outside law enforcement agencies arrested 239 prisoners.
• In November, PTU made 176 trips to the Metropolitan Detention Center and accepted seven walk-in prisoners at the Metropolitan Detention Center.
• In November, PTU worked two hospital guard duty assignments for a total of 30 days.
• In November, the Public Inebriation Intervention Program (PIIP) worked 38 days in the Valley and Southeast Area Commands generating 191 computer-aided dispatch (CAD) calls.

Metro Court Protection Detail (MCPD)...
• In November 59 individuals were remanded by the court and booked.
• In November, 38 individuals were booked with arrest warrants. An additional 48 were booked with arrest warrants but bonded out on site.
• In November, 78 misdemeanors and 11 felony warrants were cleared.
• In November, 145 individuals were in police custody.
• In November, MCPD had a total of 775 calls for service and self-initiated activities.

INVESTIGATIVE BUREAU
Scientific Evidence Division...
• In November, Field Investigation responded to 1,592 calls for service and 157 primary burglary calls.
• In November, Field Investigations collected 1,089 latent fingerprint cards; tagged 587 evidence items; and tagged 539 photo CDs.
• In November, the Photo Lab received 447 requests for service resulting in 10,501 prints and 412 discs being produced.
• In November, 622 discs were tagged into the Photo Lab as evidence.
• In November, the Evidence, Identification and Disposition Unit supported the following backgrounds: 70 case dispositions, 36 employment, 32 firearms, 89 FBI and 39 CODIS requests. The unit distributed 21 RAP’s and photos, finger printed 17 new APD applicants and classified 1,133 fingerprints in AFIS.
• In November, the Evidence, Identification and Disposition Unit received 8,459 evidence items, duplicated 5,240 audio/video recordings and supported 14 pretrial viewings. Efforts to reduce inventory resulted in 365 items returned to owners, 4,028 items disposed of and $98.67 received from auction proceeds. The Evidence Disposition Team coded 7,304 case disposition transactions into evidence history.
• In November, the New Mexico DNA Identification System (NMDIS) received 470 new convicted offender/arrestee DNA samples for a cumulative total of over 114,927 collected. 480 samples were analyzed, uploaded and searched in CODIS with a cumulative total of over 107,934 searchable DNA profiles. As a result of these convicted offender/arrestee samples, 30 unsolved cases were matched to convicted offenders/arrestees and eight case-to-case matches were made, with a resulting total of 34 investigations being aided.
• In November, the Controlled Substances Unit completed 61 drug cases (33 were APD and 28 were Bernalillo County Sheriff’s Office).
• In November, the Latent Fingerprint Unit completed five APD cases.
• In November, Major Crime Scene Investigations had six primary call-outs.

Criminal Investigations Division
Property Crimes Division...
• In November, the Organized Crime Unit (OCU) led by Detective V. Natewa, investigated a large scale fencing operation plaguing numerous business partners throughout Albuquerque. Five suspects were identified and Detective Natewa obtained arrest warrants for each. OCU Detectives arrested three of the five suspects. In total, the criminal organization stole over $30,000 worth of electronic merchandise. In all, 14 felony cases were cleared and submitted to the District Attorney’s Office as a result.
• Detective D. Moore worked a felony theft case, which included an aggravated assault with a deadly weapon. The suspect entered a home improvement store and stole an expensive generator. The suspect then pointed a firearm at the employees of the store as he exited the business. Detective Moore positively identified the suspect and obtained a warrant for his arrest. This suspect has also committed several armed robberies in the Rio Rancho area.
• In November, detectives assigned to a Property Crimes tactical plan on “Black Friday” were responsible for the apprehension of a male offender who went on rampage attempting to burn down local businesses. The offender was
responsible for numerous violent felony crimes.

In November, detectives responded to a carjacking at knife point at a local mall. The detectives were able to locate and apprehend the offender within minutes after the crime occurred. The offender was also responsible for walking up to two random people at the mall and, without provocation, punched them both in the face.

Violent Crimes Division...

- On November 25, the Armed Robbery Unit arrested a suspect after he committed a take-over style commercial armed robbery with a handgun. He had robbed the same store a few weeks prior and was a suspect in an armed robbery in another jurisdiction.
- In November, the Armed Robbery Unit arrested a suspect for robbing an 11-year-old boy at a local middle school.
- In November there were five homicide call-outs.
- In November, Homicide detectives executed 17 search warrants.
- In November, Sex Crimes Detective Wild arrested the step-aunt and boyfriend of a minor who was sexually assaulted. The step-aunt filmed the offense.
- In November, Sex Crimes detectives responded to four call-outs.
- In November, Cold Case Detective R. Lewis continued to work the 1990 suspected serial murder case. Numerous interviews were conducted. Detective R. Lewis traveled to Austin, TX to interview and collect DNA from a witness in the 1990 homicides.
- Missing Persons Detective D. Torgrimson located an individual who had been reported missing in February of 2016. The Attorney General's Office assisted in this lengthy investigation. The subject was found to be alive and well.

Juvenile Division...

- In November, the Crimes Against Children Unit (CACU)/Child Exploitation Detail (CED) received 1,120 referrals compared to the same time last year in which 1,014 referrals were received.
- In November, CACU/CED conducted a search warrant for a peer child pornography warrant. The home was a group home for mentally-challenged individuals.

Special Investigations Division (SID)...

- On November 4, the Gang Unit conducted an operation plan to locate an individual with four felony warrants. The subject was taken into custody after a foot chase with the assistance of a K-9 Unit. The suspect was a known gang member and was a suspect in several other pending felony investigations.
- On November 7, the Gang Unit conducted an operation plan in the Southeast Area Command targeting high crime areas. Detectives located a stolen motor vehicle and took the driver into custody. The suspect was a known gang member. Detectives also took the suspect's girlfriend into custody for two misdemeanor warrants.
- On November 25, the Gang Unit was working a holiday tactical plan at a local mall. Detectives responded and located the suspect who was involved in several business fires. Gang Unit detectives located the suspect and took him into custody. He was in possession of an assault rifle, firearms and explosive devices. Detectives later linked the suspect to a total of nine business fires.
- On November 7, Air5 assisted Southwest Area Command units with a tactical follow of a possible stolen vehicle. Air5 advised ground units of the vehicle's direction of travel. Eventually, the driver parked the vehicle and left the area on foot. He then went into the backyard of a house nearby. While he walked around the back yard, Air5 coordinated with ground units to establish a perimeter and he was confronted by uniformed officers and taken into custody. The vehicle was recovered without incident.
- In November, Air5 was requested to assist field officers in the Northeast Area Command who were looking for a stolen vehicle. The primary officer advised that the passengers and driver had fled on foot. A short time later another field unit located the group. When officers moved in to take the group into custody, the driver took off running. Field officers followed the driver and he was taken into custody a short time later. Air5 was also able to direct field units to the two other passengers. The third passenger was not located. The vehicle was recovered.
- On November 2, the Central Narcotics Unit received information on the location of a known property crime and narcotics offender and a female who had an extensive history for narcotics trafficking. Both individuals had outstanding felony warrants for aggravated
assault and felony narcotics. Detectives conducted surveillance and confirmed both subjects were present at the residence. With the assistance of Valley Team 7 field officers, detectives took both subjects into custody without incident. A total of four felony warrants were cleared.

Behavioral Health Division...
Crisis Intervention Unit (CIU)/Crisis Outreach and Support Team (COAST) ...
- In November, CIT Detectives held four eCIT 8-hour classes training a total of 38 new eCIT officers. The unit also spent 12 hours training cadets in crisis intervention training (CIT), including 8 hours of CIT cadet scenarios.
- In November, the Crisis Outreach and Support Team (Coast) participated with the YMCA in preparing and delivering Thanksgiving food boxes to families in need. The YMCA and volunteers supplied 100 boxes this year. This year, Coast provided twelve families with boxes which included fresh vegetables, pumpkin pies, whipped cream, canned foods and a turkey.

Real Time Crime Center (RTCC)...
- On November 21, RTCC Bridge live operations assisted in providing information and creating work-ups on individuals that were involved in a SWAT call-out. RTCC Live Operations was able to identify the subject barricaded inside a residence and provided the necessary information to the responding units regarding the subject’s history, cautionary information and means to contact the subject.
- The RTCC worked in partnership with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) in providing video to assist in the apprehension of a suspect identified as a person of interest in multiple arson events that involved explosive-like devices. The RTCC worked with several businesses to access over 30 different locations in Albuquerque.
- In November, the bridge was involved in 2,954 calls, 769 were domestic violence related. The video network was used 423 times and the bridge responded to 981 requests from dispatchers, detectives and field units.

PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY BUREAU
Communications Division...
- In November, the APD Emergency Communications Center staff answered 75,872 incoming calls. There were 30,298 calls answered for 911 and 45,574 calls answered for 242-COPS. 911 Operators answered 92.33% of the 911 calls within 10 seconds (national standard is 90%, APD’s standard is 92.0%); operators also answered 91.89% of the 242-COPS calls within 90 seconds (APD’s goal is 90% answered within 90 seconds).
- In comparison to last year for November, 911 call volume increased by 0.8% and 242-COPS call volume increased by 5.9%. This represents an overall increase of 3.8%.
- On November 21, students from Hope Christian Academy spent time observing call takers and dispatchers.

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT BUREAU
Planning Division...
- In November, two Grants Management Unit staff members attended a Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) financial workshop.
- In November, the Planning Manager and a detective from Operations Review met with a vendor representative to discuss options for future vehicle purchases.
- On November 10, the Planning Manager and Assistant Chief Hunstman attended the 2017 Environmental Planning Commission (EPC) hearing for General Obligation Bond capital projects.
- On November 30, the Planning Manager coordinated a site visit to APD’s Crime Laboratory for City Budget staff members.

Central Records Division...
- In November, the Public Information Unit received 1,086 requests totaling $8,293.26 in revenue generated from citizen requests/registers.
- In November, the Report Review Unit completed the following: 2,512 Automated Reporting System (ARS) transfers, 830 ARS supplements, 1,571 National Crime Information Center entries, 1,757 accidents, 3,161 officer
calls and 57 Unified Crime Reports (UCR).

• In November, Court Services completed the following: 83 pretrial hearings scheduled, 291 arraignments processed, 354 felony cases submitted to the District Attorney’s Office and 427 summonses submitted to the Metropolitan Court.

• In November, the Telephone Report Unit generated 669 original reports and 143 supplemental reports. This resulted in a savings of 2,111 hours of field services time and a savings of $32,480.

• In November, the Telephone Report Unit processed 693 on-line (Cop Logic) reports resulting in a savings of 1,802 hours of field services time and a savings of $27,720.

• In November, the Inspection of Public Records (IPRA) received 55 requests, completed 99 requests, and collected $2,160.25 in revenue.

• In November, the Inspection of Public Records (IPRA) billed 15 IPRA requests for a total of $465.50.
MAJOR CRIME TYPES YEARLY, 2009 - YTD

**NOTE:** The data represents incident reports that have been approved by Supervisors and are not final reports. These numbers are subject to change. These numbers are for reference only and do not substitute for UCR data.
# Albuquerque Police Department Monthly Statistical Analysis
## Citywide
### December 7, 2016
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calendar Day Year to Date</th>
<th>November</th>
<th>3-Month</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto Burglary</td>
<td>6206</td>
<td>6784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto Theft</td>
<td>2813</td>
<td>3251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Burglary</td>
<td>1560</td>
<td>1358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Burglary</td>
<td>5222</td>
<td>4357</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

% change is based upon the 2016 time frame compared to the average of the previous 3 years for the same time frame.
The green represents numbers that are highly statistically significant. It denotes that there were less than average incidents of the particular crime. The amount is over 2 standard deviations away from the mean (toward the far outer portion of the tails of a bell-shaped curve).
The yellow represents numbers that are highly statistically significant. It denotes that there were more than average incidents of the particular crime. The amount is over 2 standard deviations away from the mean (toward the far outer portion of the tails of a bell-shaped curve).
This data was prepared by the Crime Analysis Unit of the Real Time Crime Center. Contact Sarah Masek at 768-4822 or smasek@cabq.gov for further information or questions.